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Specific cellular fates and functions depend on dif-
ferential gene expression, which occurs primarily at
the transcriptional level and is controlled by complex
regulatory networks of transcription factors (TFs).
TFs act through combinatorial interactions with other
TFs, cofactors, and chromatin-remodeling proteins.
Here, we define protein-protein interactions using a
coaffinity purification/mass spectrometry method
and study 459 Drosophila melanogaster transcrip-
tion-related factors, representing approximately
half of the established catalog of TFs. We probe
this network in vivo, demonstrating functional inter-
actions for many interacting proteins, and test the
predictive value of our data set. Building on these
analyses, we combine regulatory network inference
models with physical interactions to define an inte-
grated network that connects combinatorial TF pro-
tein interactions to the transcriptional regulatory
network of the cell. We use this integrated network
as a tool to connect the functional network of genetic
modifiers related to mastermind, a transcriptional
cofactor of the Notch pathway.
INTRODUCTION
As the targets of signaling pathways and the focal point of gene
regulatory networks, transcription factors (TFs) represent a
crucial point of regulation relating to the vast majority of cellular
processes. As a rule, TFs function through interactions with a
wide range of proteins, including other TFs, cofactors, and chro-
matin modifiers (D’Alessio et al., 2009; Grove andWalhout 2008;
Na¨a¨r et al., 2001; Spitz and Furlong 2012). The biological activity
of each TF depends upon these protein interactions, which ulti-
mately govern DNA-binding affinity, activation of chromatin
remodeling, and DNA-binding-sequence specificity (SiggersCell Reet al., 2011; Slattery et al., 2011). Given the importance of the
cooperative action of TFs, defining their protein interaction pro-
file is essential for understanding the regulation of cellular gene
expression.
Several studies over the last decade have made inroads into
defining the Drosophila protein ‘‘interactome’’ (Giot et al., 2003;
Guruharsha et al., 2011; Stanyon et al., 2004). Although these
studies defined large networks of protein-protein interactions
(PPIs), TFs are largely underrepresented in the resulting data
sets, likely because the protein preparations (whole-cell ex-
tracts) used in these studies were biased against nuclear
proteins. Other studies have taken advantage of two-hybrid
screening strategies to focus on TF-TF interactions in both
Caenorhabditis elegans and mammals (Grove et al., 2009; Rav-
asi et al., 2010) and identified a large number of novel connec-
tions between TFs. However, these studies examined only a
small portion of the entire TF interactome and, by experimental
design, revealed only TF pairs in isolation without taking into
account the large repertoire of protein interactions between
TFs and other non-TF proteins.
Alternative approaches for exploring the TF interactome
include interaction predictions based on coexpression (Adryan
and Teichmann, 2010; Suzuki et al., 2009; Tomancak et al.,
2007) and combined multiple-TF-occupancy studies (Cole
et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2006; Mathur et al., 2008; Roy et al.,
2010). In each case, direct interactions must still be confirmed
through additional experimental means. Furthermore, TF-occu-
pancy studies treat each TF in isolation, and it has been
estimated that only 10%–25% of bound DNA sites in higher eu-
karyotes result in expression changes in the cognate targets
(Spitz and Furlong, 2012). Given the combinatorial nature of
TFs and the absence of general rules for their incorporation
into protein complexes, systematically defining their interactions
would help explain the disconnect between physical binding and
functional output, and would contribute substantially to our
understanding of gene regulatory networks in the cell.
Toward this goal, we interrogated the protein interaction
network of Drosophila TFs using a coaffinity purification/mass
spectrometry (co-AP/MS) platform. The vast majority of edgesports 8, 2031–2043, September 25, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 2031
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in our network are novel, representing new avenues for investi-
gation. As a proof of principle, we used this PPI framework to
predict and validate proteins that function in vivo in the Notch
signaling network. Building on large-scale expression data sets
from modENCODE, we defined tissue-specific PPI networks,
addressing the importance of TFs in tissue specification. We
also integrated our PPI network with learned regulatory network
inference models to create an integrated regulatory network that
is linked directly to TF protein complexes. The resulting network
enabled us to bridge the gap between our physical PPI data and
functional data sets, which we demonstrated by connecting
genetic modifiers identified in a genome-wide screen for
mastermind, a Notch transcriptional coactivator. As regulatory
programs are often conserved across species (Erwin and David-
son, 2009), these analyses provide a universal framework for
interrogating the biology of TFs and their targets.
RESULTS
Drosophila TF Protein Interaction Networks
TFs are defined as proteins that bind specific sequences of DNA
and either activate or repress transcription. They are customarily
defined by the presence of one or more sequence-specific DNA-
binding domains and are classified into several families depend-
ing on the type of DNA-binding domain that is present (Adryan
and Teichmann, 2006; Babu et al., 2004; Reece-Hoyes et al.,
2005). Of the 14,000 protein-coding genes in the Drosophila
genome, approximately 708 are TFs with characterized DNA-
binding domains (Hammonds et al., 2013). We surveyed the
literature and compiled a list of 996 genes, including TFs with
characterized binding domains, computationally predicted
(putative) TFs, chromatin-related proteins, and transcriptional
machinery components (Adryan and Teichmann, 2006; Pfreundt
et al., 2010; Table S1). We obtained FLAG-HA-tagged clones
encoding 668 of these proteins from the Universal Proteomics
Resource (Yu et al., 2011; http://www.fruitfly.org/EST/
proteomics.shtml), a part of the Berkeley Drosophila Genome
Project.
We transiently transfected these clones into Drosophila S2R+
cells and generated nuclear extracts, which allowed us to
address TF interactions specifically in the context of the nucleus.
Protein complexes were isolated by single-step affinity purifica-
tion, fragmented with trypsin, and analyzed by high-pressure
liquid chromatography followed by tandem MS (LC/MS/MS).
Approximately 80% of the transfected clones were expressed
successfully, as their unique cognate peptides were detected
by LC/MS/MS. Across all experiments, we recovered 2,065 pro-
teins with a 2.27% false discovery rate (FDR) from 468 individual
affinity purifications (Table S2). This represents approximately
one-third of the expressed S2R+ proteome, based on transcrip-Figure 1. Drosophila Transcription Factor Interaction Network
High-confidence interaction network map representing interactions involving 229
624 edges. A total of 117 putative protein complexes were defined using MCL clu
interactions, 21.79%are nonTF-nonTF interactions, and 68.75%are interactions b
with line thickness proportional to the HGSCore for the interaction and intercomple
complexes are labeled.
See also Tables S1 and S2 and Data S1.
Cell Retome and whole-proteome analyses (Cherbas et al., 2011; Guru-
harsha et al., 2011). From these raw data, we identified 3,407
binary TF-TF interactions, as well as interaction data for 72
chromatin-related proteins and 327 TFs with characterized
DNA-binding domains (Table S2).
We subsequently filtered our data using the HyperGeometric
Spectral Count Score (HGSCore) method (Guruharsha et al.,
2011), taking into account only bait-prey interactions to focus
the network specifically on TF interactions and to decrease
network noise. In total, 174,561 interactions between the 2,065
identified proteins were analyzed and scored. These scored in-
teractions were filtered to an FDR of 2% based on the use of
randomdata sets, leading to a high-confidence network contain-
ing 647 proteins, 229 (35%) of which are characterized TFs (Fig-
ure 1; Data S1; Table S3). This interaction network shows a group
of 406 proteins (63%) as the giant component of the network and
a second group of 241 proteins in smaller, independent protein
complexes. Of particular interest, 39% (253) of the proteins in
the high-confidence network had no previous functional annota-
tion or were annotated only in silico (by inferred electronic anno-
tation); thus, our map provides direct physical evidence for the
functions of these previously uncharacterized proteins. We
next analyzed these high-confidence interactions using the
Markov clustering algorithm (MCL) (Enright et al., 2002), defining
171 putative protein complexes (Table S3).
TF Network Quality Assessment
In large-scale protein interaction studies, it is difficult to define a
reference set of positive interactions due to the small degree of
overlap between existing data sets and the lack of a high-quality,
manually curated set of interactions for Drosophila, such as
those established for yeast (Yu et al., 2008). We utilized the
Drosophila Interactions Database (DroID) (Murali et al., 2011),
which contains protein interaction data from nine discrete
sources, including recently published large-scale data sets
(Friedman et al., 2011; Guruharsha et al., 2011). We found that
18.4% of our high-confidence network overlapped with interac-
tions in DroID with a p value of < 0.001 (Table S4).
We recovered a number of well-characterized complexes,
such as RNA polymerase II, Polycomb Repressive Complex 2,
and the extradenticle-homothorax TF complex (exd-hth) (Fig-
ure 1), and examined several of these complexes in the light of
existing interaction data (Figure 2). First, we examined achintya
(achi) and vismay (vis), two homeobox-containing TFs that
have been shown to interact with one another to play an essential
role in Drosophila spermatogenesis, forming a complex with two
meiotic arrest genes, always early (aly) and cookie monster
(comr) (Wang and Mann, 2003). Despite their role in spermato-
genesis, both genes are expressed across multiple stages in
development in both sexes, suggesting additional roles for thesesite-specific TFs (red nodes). The network contains 647 proteins connected by
stering (Enright et al., 2002; Table S3); 9.46% of interactions are binary TF-TF
etween a TF and a non-TF protein. Protein interactions are shown as gray lines,
x interactions shown in light gray. A number of previously characterized protein
ports 8, 2031–2043, September 25, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 2033
Figure 2. TF Protein Complexes
Interactions identified in our TF study are marked
in red, and blue edges represent interactions from
the DroID database.
(A) The achintya and vismay protein complex.
Previously identified interactions between achi,
vis, and CG15445 are recovered. Novel in-
teractions with CG34179, CG6568, CG6540, and
CG17272 represent targets for functional studies.
(B) The Su(Hw) protein complex. Known in-
teractions with Cp190 and mod(mdg)4 are recov-
ered. An interaction between CG8436 and Cp190
connects a novel interactor to the known Su(Hw)
protein complex.
See also Table S4.TFs. Since we used an embryonically derived, macrophage-like
cell line for our analysis, it may not be surprising that we did not
recover interactions with aly and comr. Nevertheless, we recov-
ered a previously identified interaction between achi-vis and
CG15445, a protein with unknown function (Figure 2A). In addi-
tion, our analysis identified novel interactions with four additional
unstudied proteins, providing targets for future work.
We also examined protein interactions related to suppressor of
Hairy wing (Su(Hw)), a zinc-finger-containing C2H2 protein that
is essential for gypsy insulator function and the development of
the female germline (Figure 2B). Su(Hw) functions through the
recruitment of Centrosomal Protein 190 kD (Cp190) and Modifier
of mdg4 (mod(mdg)4) (Georgiev and Kozycina, 1996; Pai et al.,
2004). We recovered these interactions in our experiments, con-
firming the interactions described previously. Furthermore, we
recoveredan interactionwithCG8436, a protein of unknown func-
tion thatwaspreviously shown to interactwithCp190 (Guruharsha
et al., 2011), suggesting a Su(Hw)-related role and providing addi-
tional evidence for the validity of this particular interaction.
As an additional means of quality control (outlined in the next
section), we performed a genetic screen looking specifically at
Drosophila proteins that physically interact, according to our
data, with known genetic modifiers of the Notch transcription
coactivator, mastermind (mam). In vivo tests showed that func-
tional genetic interactions were recovered more frequently with
the genetic screen compared with random screening. This not
only validates a number of our physical interactions functionally
but also demonstrates the predictive value of our PPI data with
regard to biological function.
It is important to emphasize that demonstrating the high qual-
ity of our data presents a unique challenge due to the lack of a
‘‘gold standard’’ reference set of PPI interactions in Drosophila
to compare with our data, and the fact that 39% of the proteins
in our network are otherwise unstudied. As such, we have used
rigorous, established statistical methods to define interactions,
leaning heavily on strict statistical cutoffs to limit the number of
false-positive interactions in our high-confidence interaction
network. The recovery of well-characterized protein complexes
and, as outlined below, our ability to functionally validate in vivo
relationships predicted by our proteomic data indicate that the
network we generated is reliable.2034 Cell Reports 8, 2031–2043, September 25, 2014 ª2014 The AuFunctional Validation of the TF Interaction Network
An essential aspect of PPI networks is their utility for predicting
biological functions and generating hypotheses. We tested pre-
dictions from our interactions in vivo, specifically focusing our
efforts on the Notch pathway, a conserved fundamental sig-
naling mechanism that broadly controls cell fate during develop-
ment in metazoans (Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999). In previous
genome-wide genetic-modifier studies of a dominant-negative
allele of mam, a Notch transcriptional coactivator, (Kankel
et al., 2007) identified 408 genes that genetically interact with
mam and recovered genetic modifiers in 4% of the genes
screened. This particular screen utilized the Exelixis collection,
a transposon-induced mutant collection with insertions in just
over half of all genes in the Drosophila genome (Thibault et al.,
2004; Parks et al., 2004).
Operating under a simple guilt-by-association hypothesis that
proteins that interact often share function, we mapped these
previously identified genetic modifiers onto our interaction data
and identified 88 proteins that physically interact withmammod-
ifiers that had not been identified as Notch signal modifiers
before (Table S5). To interrogate these 88 genes functionally,
we obtained transgenic RNAi alleles under UAS control and
crossed them to a dominant-negative C-terminal mam trunca-
tion driven in the developing wing, 1/2C96-GAL4, UAS-MamN
(C96-MamN) (Helms et al., 1999; Kankel et al., 2007; Kitagawa
et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2000). We recovered genetic interactions
in 35% of our crosses (Figures 3A–3H), representing a 7-fold in-
crease when compared with a random screening and demon-
strating clear predictive power for our PPI data.
One of the biggest challenges in interpreting genetic screens is
to understand how disparate genes that modify the same
pathway are related to one another at a mechanistic level. In
one instance, we found that five previously characterized modi-
fiers of the mam phenotype—simj, Lim1, CG11334, fd68A, and
CG34417—though previously unlinked to one another, physi-
cally interact with cut (ct), a transcriptional target of the Notch
pathway. ct itself is a TF that was also shown to interact with
mam in our genetic screen (Figure 3I). As three of the interacting
proteins are TFs (the other two are unstudied), this strongly sug-
gests that their functional connection to the Notch signaling
pathway may be mediated through TF-TF interactions with ct.thors
Figure 3. mastermind Genetic Screen
(A) Wild-type fly wing.
(B) Dominant-negative mam (c96-mamN) phenotype.
(C, E, and G) Enhancer phenotypes seen with loss of gfzf, Cdk12, and ct.
(D, F, and H) Suppressor phenotypes seen with loss of NELF-B, Poxn, and C15. Note the presence of patches of wild-type wing margin.
(I) Interactions between previously identified mam modifiers and the Notch target gene, ct. Red nodes represent TFs.
See also Table S5.Tissue-Specific Interaction Networks
As a general rule, we expect that proteins that interact are ex-
pressed in the same place at the same time. To examine the
coexpression and tissue specificity of proteins in our interaction
network, we integrated our PPI network with RNA sequencing
(RNA-seq) data from the modENCODE project, spanning 29 tis-
sues and developmental time points (Graveley et al., 2011; Smi-
bert et al., 2012). This type of integration between PPI and
expression data sets has been used previously to infer network
dynamics and identify functional modules within PPI networks
(Lin et al., 2010; Przytycka et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2011).
Although TFs are often discussed in the context of conferring
tissue specificity, a significant proportion of Drosophila TFs are
expressed ubiquitously at some point during embryonic devel-
opment (Hammonds et al., 2013; Tomancak et al., 2007) and
most exhibit a broad pattern of expression in the adult animal
(Adryan and Teichmann, 2010). TFs that show tissue specificity
embryonically are usually not limited to a single tissue, but rather
exhibit a narrow range of expression in several tissues. These
findings suggest that it is not only the presence of a specificCell ReTF that defines a particular tissue but also the interactions of
these TFs that establish tissue identity.
We scored all proteins in our network using the tissue speci-
ficity score (TSPS) (Ravasi et al., 2010). The distribution of
TSPS-scored proteins revealed three categories of expression:
broad or ‘‘general’’ expression across tissues, expression
across several tissues, and high or ‘‘specific’’ tissue specificity
(Figure 4A). Low-TSPS proteins, representing broad expression,
were assembled into a ‘‘core’’ network of 128 interactions that,
based on their ubiquitous expression, are likely to be present
across many tissues. We then focused on the group of high-
scoring TSPS proteins, utilizing an outlier method (Kadota
et al., 2003) to assign each protein to specific tissues (Table
S6). We combined these high-specificity proteins with our
‘‘core’’ network to build 24 different tissue-specific interaction
networks (Data S2).
Two very different protein complexes, one specific to the testis
and the other specific to the larval CNS, illustrate the value of this
tissue-specificity analysis (Figures 4B and 4C). The first complex
is centered on an unnamed protein, CG8117, which according toports 8, 2031–2043, September 25, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 2035
Figure 4. Tissue-Specific Protein Com-
plexes
(A) Tissue-specificity distribution for all proteins in
the high-confidence interaction network scored
using the TSPS algorithm. Low-specificity pro-
teins are labeled in green, moderate-specificity
proteins are labeled in yellow, and high-specificity
proteins are labeled in blue. Distribution was fit to a
trimodal distribution and bins were defined with
cutoffs of 0.4781 and 1.1741.
(B) Testis-specific protein complex. Rounded
squares represent ‘‘core’’ network proteins and
blue circles represent ‘‘specific’’ proteins.CG8117
is an ortholog of a human testis-specific tran-
scription elongation factor, also expressed specifically in the Drosophila testis. The other polymerase II components are expressed broadly.
(C) Larval CNS-specific protein complex.Nerfin-1 is highly specific to the larval CNS. It interacts with two low-specificity proteins: the TF sd and the transcription
coactivator yki.
See also Table S6 and Data S2.our results is a part of the RNA polymerase II complex, and is
connected in our map through eight physical edges (Figure 4B).
CG8117 is electronically inferred to have transcription regulatory
activity and to bind both zinc ions and nucleic acids. It is ex-
pressed at high levels in the adult testis, but is largely absent
from other tissues (Chintapalli et al., 2007). Outside of large-
scale screens, CG8117 has not been independently studied
in Drosophila. However, the human ortholog of this protein,
TCEA2, has been characterized to be a testis-specific TF
(Weaver and Kane, 1997), suggesting that this gene could play
a similar tissue-specific role in Drosophila.
The second protein complex we wish to highlight links two
TFs, nervous fingers 1 (nerfin-1) and scalloped (sd), to the tran-
scriptional coactivator yorkie (yki) (Figure 4C). sd is expressed
in the developing nervous system, where it is essential for devel-
opment of the sensory organs (Campbell et al., 1992). nerfin-1
has been shown to be important for axon guidance during early
CNS development (Kuzin et al., 2005). yki, the Drosophila ortho-
log of the human protein YAP, is a transcriptional coactivator that
functions in the hippo-yap pathway andwas previously shown to
interact with sd (Goulev et al., 2008). It has also been suggested
that nerfin-1 is a binding partner of sd. Both nerfin-1 and sd are
expressed in a highly specific manner in the larval CNS, and
given their established importance in CNS development and
their physical interaction in our map, we can formulate the
hypothesis that they work together to regulate CNS develop-
ment, possibly in tandem with the coactivator yki.
Combinatorial Targets of Interacting TFs
Given the importance of combinatorial TF interactions in gene
regulation, we compared the in vitro PPI data with in vivo DNA-
binding data for all protein pairs for which genome-wide chro-
matin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) data were available (Table
S7). We identified multiple pairs in which the PPIs and regula-
tory-factor cobinding were consistent with the existing literature.
For example, we observed an interaction between ecdysone re-
ceptor (EcR) and ultraspiracle (USP), which are the two proteins
that comprise the complete EcR complex. Upon ligand binding,
EcR and USP are activated and coordinately regulate genes
such as Eip75B and DHR3 (Yao et al., 1993; Figure 5A). We
also recovered an interaction between polycomblike (Pcl) and2036 Cell Reports 8, 2031–2043, September 25, 2014 ª2014 The Auenhancer of zeste (E(z)), two proteins that are members of Pcl-
polycomb repressive complex 2 (Pcl-PRC2; Figure 5B), as well
as an interaction between the segment polarity gene engrailed
(en) and the corepressor groucho (gro) (Figure 5C; Hittinger
and Carroll, 2008).
Beyond these well-characterized complexes, we found
several examples of PPIs that are supported by colocalization
on DNA. For instance, we observed an interaction between tram-
track (ttk) and Trithorax-like (Trl) (Figure 5D). Both are BTB/POZ
(Br-C, ttk, and bab/Pox virus and Zinc finger) domain-containing
proteins. This interaction was previously identified in a large-
scale yeast two-hybrid screen and in Drosophila S2 cells,
providing additional evidence for this particular interaction
(Pagans et al., 2002). ttk has been shown to function as both a
transcriptional repressor and activator, playing a variety of roles
in processes such as nervous system development, photore-
ceptor differentiation, and tracheal development (Arau´jo et al.,
2007; Badenhorst, 2001; Lai and Li, 1999). Trl (also known as
GAGA factor or GAF) has been suggested to play a role in tran-
scriptional activation through chromatin changes, and in some
cases is necessary for transcriptional activation driven by
some TF complexes (Bayarmagnai et al., 2012; Granok et al.,
1995). This raises the possibility that ttk activity is modulated
through Trl interactions and likely plays a role in activating the
gene expression of shared targets.
Inferred Regulatory Motifs for TF Complexes
To gain insight into the regulatory consequences of the PPI in our
network, we integrated our results with existing inferred regula-
tory network models (Marbach et al., 2012). These inferred net-
works integrate a wide range of data sets, including TF binding,
gene expression, and chromatin modifications, utilizing super-
vised and unsupervised machine learning frameworks to predict
regulatory edges. These networks have been shown to be useful
tools for predicting gene function (Marbach et al., 2012). It is
important to note, however, that PPI data were not included in
the assembly of these particular networks. By integrating our
PPI data with such transcriptional regulatory networks, we
were able to provide a new dimension to our analysis and gain
insight into the combinatorial action of interacting TFs by linking
their regulatory edges directly to TF protein complexes.thors
Figure 5. Combinatorial Targets of Interacting TFs
Shared physical targets of interacting TF pairs. Enriched Gene Ontology terms
for shared targets are delineated in red.
(A) Ecdysone receptor (EcR) and ultraspiracle (usp) comprise the two parts of
the complete EcR complex. They co-occupy 93 shared targets during pupal
stages.
(B) Polycomblike (Pcl) and Enhancer of zeste (E(z)), two members of the Pcl-
PRC2 complex.
(C) engrailed (en) and groucho (gro).
(D) tramtrack (ttk) and Trithoraxlike (Trl), two BTB/POZ domain-containing
proteins.
See also Table S7.To combine the PPIs with regulatory interaction and probe
these large integrated networks, we defined a set of TF regula-
tory motifs based on physical and regulatory interactions (Fig-
ure 6A; Table S8). These three motifs represent instances in
which (1) an interacting protein is regulated by its binding
partner, (2) two interacting proteins regulate the same target,
and (3) a single factor regulates interacting proteins. Each
instance of each of these motifs essentially defines a biological
hypothesis, representing an avenue for future inquiry.
By permuting the edges of both our high-confidence PPI
network and the inferred regulatory networks independently,
we confirmed that these motifs occur significantly more
frequently than expected by chance (Figure 6A). Furthermore,
as we have demonstrated the predictive power of the high-
confidence interactions in our PPI network, focusing only on
motifs that contain one of our PPI edges effectively filters the
regulatory network based on experimental evidence. We com-
bined these motifs to build networks containing 22,781 edges
between 3,145 proteins in a supervised model, and 19,062Cell Reedges between 2,331 proteins in an unsupervised model
(Data S3).
Within the supervised model, we highlighted the regulatory
network related to Dp TF and E2F, members of the dREAM
(RBF, dE2F2, and dMyb) complex (Figures 6B–6I). The dREAM
complex is conserved in most eukaryotes and plays multiple
roles, including regulation of cell fate, cell division, and apoptosis
(van den Heuvel and Dyson, 2008). Dp and E2f comprise a
dimeric TF that is important in the G1/S phase transition during
the cell cycle, where E2f levels are rate limiting for cell prolifera-
tion (Johnson et al., 1993).
Previous work has described interactions between E2f and
both Dp and Rbf, consistent with interactions revealed in our
network (Frolov et al., 2001; Figure 6B). Another component of
the dREAM complex, Myb, acts in a mutually exclusive manner
with Dp-E2f to regulate target selection (Georlette et al., 2007).
Although we did not recover Myb as a physical interactor, it is
one of only three proteins that are inferred to both regulate Dp-
E2f and in turn be targeted by the TF pair. The other two proteins
are MTA1-like and CG17385, which have not previously been
tied to dREAM functions and thus represent targets for functional
analyses (Figure 6B). As expected, downstream targets of Dp-
E2f in our network include genes that are important for the cell
cycle (Figure 6E) and DNA replication (Figure 6F).
The dREAM complex is thought to modulate transcription
through the repressive binding of Rbf to E2f, by inhibiting the
basal transcription machinery, and by recruiting chromatin-
modifying proteins (Georlette et al., 2007). Our regulatory
network reflects all three of these possibilities, showing a phys-
ical interaction between Rbf and E2f, the targeting of a number of
basal transcriptional machinery components (Figure 6D), and the
regulation of chromatin-modifying proteins such as brahma and
MRG15 (Figure 6H). Other downstream targets of Dp-E2f in our
network include a group that is largely enriched for transcrip-
tion-related proteins (Figure 6G) and 28 targets that are not
annotated (Figure 6I). Dp and E2f are themselves targeted by a
cohort of TFs and cofactors, including DREF, Mad, and Trl (Fig-
ure 6C). Consequently, we have identified a well-characterized
protein complex, a number of its known regulatory targets,
and, most interestingly, targets that have not previously been
linked to dREAM complex function, thereby defining new spe-
cific functional hypotheses.
Connecting Functional Networks
Genetic screens, especially in Drosophila, have been used as a
powerful tool to define networks of proteins that share function
(Fortini and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1994; Go and Artavanis-Tsako-
nas, 1998; Sen et al., 2013; St Johnston, 2002; Xu and Artavanis-
Tsakonas, 1990). However, it is difficult to understand, at a
mechanistic level, how these proteins are connected to one
another. On the other end of the spectrum, PPI networks
describe the physical relationships between proteins, but do
not capture functional relationships. Although there is some
overlap between these two network types, not every functional
relationship is the result of a direct PPI. As such, the majority
of network edges between these two data types do not typically
overlap. By combining transcriptional regulatory networks with
our PPI data, we developed an integrated network that canports 8, 2031–2043, September 25, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 2037
Figure 6. Inferred Regulatory Edges for Transcriptional Complexes
(A) Transcriptional regulatory motifs, representing instances in which an interacting protein regulates its binding partner (1:1), combinatorial regulation of a target
by two interacting factors (2:1), and regulation of interacting proteins by a single factor (1:2). Red edges indicate PPIs and gray edges with arrows indicate
directional regulatory edges.
(B) Components of the Drosophila dREAM complex recovered in our interaction network.
(C) Transcriptional regulators of Dp-E2f.
(D) Basal transcription machinery components.
(E) Cell-cycle proteins.
(F) DNA replication-related proteins.
(G) Transcription.
(H) Chromatin related.
(I) Unannotated targets of Dp/E2f.
See also Table S8 and Data S3.
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Figure 7. Connecting the mastermind Genetic Network
(A) Unsupervised network view of 35 mastermind modifiers.
(B) Supervised network view of 62 mastermind modifiers. All nodes in interaction network are previously identified mastermind modifiers. Red nodes represent
TFs. Blue nodes represent non-TF proteins. Red edges represent PPIs. Gray edges with arrows represent directional regulatory edges. The red asterisk indicates
interactions related to serpent (srp).
See also Data S3.bridge the gap between physical and functional relationships
through defined regulatory edges, and provide insight into the
combinatorial regulation of targets by interacting TFs.
As an example, we once again focus on the genetic interaction
network of mam, as defined in a genome-wide screen in
Drosophila (Kankel et al., 2007). A total of 408 genes were shown
to interact genetically with mam in vivo, and our supervised and
unsupervised integrated networks contain 140 and 103 of these
modifiers, respectively. If we examine the direct relationships
between these genes in our networks, we find that 62 and 35
proteins, respectively, are directly linked to one another (Figures
7A and 7B). If we expand this view to include first-neighbor inter-
actions, all mastermind modifiers in both instances are con-
nected to one another.
The organization of these networks reveals several potential
‘‘hubs’’ of regulation based on the total number of edges that
connect to a particular node. For instance, the TF serpent (srp)
is connected by 12 separate network edges in our supervised
network (Figure 7B). Although srp itself has not been demon-
strated to be directly regulated by the Notch pathway, it was
previously shown to function upstream of direct Notch targets
during Drosophila larval hematopoiesis (Duvic et al., 2002).
This would suggest a potential mechanism by which loss of
srp could modulate Notch activity downstream, thus explaining
the genetic interaction between srp and mam. Interestingly, our
network identifies mam as a direct target of srp.
While these regulatory edges will certainly vary depending on
the context, this approach provides a network of hypotheses
regarding the connections between functional data points.Cell ReThese connections can be used as the basis for probing the
mechanisms that link these functionally related proteins. We
expect that as more data become available, these networks
will be further refined and expanded to provide higher-resolution
insight into the mechanisms that drive biological function. As
things stand, our integrated networks provide a substantial foun-
dation for exploring the mechanisms that connect functional
data sets.
DISCUSSION
In this work, we performed a network analysis of TFs in
Drosophila melanogaster by determining TF protein interactions
using a co-AP/MS approach. In addition to PPIs for TFs, our in-
tegrated analysis takes into account tissue-specific interaction
subnetworks and candidate combinatorial gene targets. This in-
tegrated regulatory network approach can be used to examine
combinatorial transcriptional regulation and probe functional
data sets.
Although a considerable number of our interaction results are
novel, we demonstrated the high quality of our findings by recov-
ering previously identified interactions, as well as by functional
validation in vivo. Given the lack of a reference set of positive in-
teractions based on a high-quality, manually curated set of inter-
actions for Drosophila, we based our interaction network on
strict statistical cutoffs, which minimize false positives but may
also mask interactions of interest. It will therefore be important
for those interested in a specific protein to examine our raw inter-
action data, as many well-characterized interactions fell belowports 8, 2031–2043, September 25, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 2039
our deliberately strict statistical cutoff. We acknowledge several
limitations to our methods, in particular, the use of epitope-
tagged fusion proteins expressed at nonphysiological levels.
Although we cannot ignore the fact that in some cases epitope
tags can perturb protein folding and function, the recovery of
previously characterized interactions, including those identified
via alternative methods (e.g., two-hybrid screening), provides
additional evidence of the validity of our experimental pipeline.
Furthermore, similar methods have been used successfully to
identify confirmed interactions in a number of settings, including
the human autophagy system, as well as a proteome-wide anal-
ysis inDrosophila (Behrends et al., 2010; Guruharsha et al., 2011;
Sowa et al., 2009).
Our tissue-specific subnetworks emphasize the importance of
context with regard to TF function. We defined groups of pro-
teins based on their broad or specific expression, and then con-
nected these categories, providing insight into how general and
specific TFs cooperate with one another to drive transcriptional
programs. As suggested in a previous study (Ravasi et al.,
2010), it is likely that the presence of a particular TF protein inter-
action within a specific tissue, rather than the expression of a
single tissue-specific TF, confers tissue identity.
Building on the recent availability of large-scale genomic data
sets from the modENCODE project and others, we focused on
connecting the TF PPI network with the gene-regulatory network
of the cell. As previous work has shown (Spitz and Furlong,
2012), TFs do not function in isolation, nor does physical binding
necessarily correlate to a change in gene expression. It is the
combination of various TFs and their interacting proteins that
confers a specific activity and thus defined common physical
targets between interacting sets of proteins. Indeed, we find
multiple examples of protein interactions that are supported by
the genome-wide DNA-binding data (e.g., EcR-Usp, Pcl-E(z),
and En-Gro), as well as interactions that warrant further explora-
tion. Our data provide an extensive catalog of physical interac-
tions that can be used to probe function at the level of the
complex.
We also connected TF protein complexes to the gene-regula-
tory network using inferred regulatory edges, which allowed us
to expand target prediction beyond direct physical targets. We
established the predictive value of the physical edges in our
network, which likely improves the quality of the inferred regula-
tory network, as we examined only edges that are directly linked
to an experimentally validated physical interaction. The analysis
of the Drosophila dREAM protein complex presented here,
including the identification of both characterized and novel tar-
gets, is indicative of the utility of this integrated network.
Finally, we used our integrated networks to interrogate large-
scale functional data sets. Although genetic screens have been
used for decades, connecting the large number of functional
modifiers identified in these screens to one another has been a
significant challenge. Gene Ontology analysis certainly provides
insight into the categorization of genes within these data sets;
however, the complex relationships between these components
can only be captured from a network perspective. Our integrated
network analysis provides a considerable framework from which
to build hypotheses as to how various functionally connected
proteins are related to one another.2040 Cell Reports 8, 2031–2043, September 25, 2014 ª2014 The AuWe view our data as a framework for developing specific hy-
potheses for future studies in Drosophila and other metazoans.
Given the conservation of regulatory programs, it is likely that
many of the regulatory connections presented here have been
preserved in other species, though possibly (and interestingly)
used in different biological contexts. As TFs represent funda-
mental points of regulation in the cell, we expect the present
work to be relevant to a broad spectrum of biological processes.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Protein Expression and Purification
C-terminal FLAG-HA-tagged TF clones in the pMK33-CFH-BD vector were
acquired from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (Yu et al., 2011).
Each clone was transiently transfected into two 54 ml cultures of Drosophila
S2R+ cells using Effectene (QIAGEN) and subsequently cultured in
Schneider’s media with 10% fetal bovine serum. At 24 hr posttransfection,
gene expression was induced with 0.35 mM CuSO4, and cells were harvested
24 hr after induction (Veraksa et al., 2005). Nuclear extracts were prepared as
previously described, with the exception that cells were lysed using an
18-gauge syringe (Dignam et al., 1983). Nuclear extracts were diluted 1:1
with dialysis buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 20% glycerol, 100 mM KCl,
2 mMMgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 0.25 mM phenylmethanesul-
fonyl fluoride, and Roche cOmplete Protease Inhibitor) to reduce the overall
salt concentration. Each extract was incubated with 40 ml of dimethyl pimelimi-
date crosslinked anti-HA immunoaffinity resin (Sigma) for 3 hr at 4C. Following
incubation, the resin was washed twice with dialysis buffer followed by two
PBS washes. Bound proteins were eluted using IgG elution buffer (400 ml total;
Thermo Scientific Pierce) divided into two separate 5 min incubations per-
formed at room temperature with gentle shaking. The elution was then neutral-
ized with 52 ml 1 M Tris, pH 8.0.
MS and Network Construction
Copurified proteins were precipitated with trichloroacetic acid (TCA), followed
by a 10% TCA wash and two acetone washes. The samples were then dried,
digested overnight with trypsin, cleaned with c18 Stage Tips (Thermo Scienti-
fic), and analyzed by LC-MS/MS on a linear ion trap quadrupole (Thermo
Scientific) instrument. MS/MS spectra were searched with SEQUEST (Eng
et al., 2008) against FlyBase release 5.41 and filtered to a 2.27% protein
FDR for the entire data set with the reverse database approach (Elias and
Gygi 2007). Column carry-over between experiments was corrected with a
statistical approach, incorporating peptide abundance and the probability of
consecutive observations. Following processing and filtering, a high-confi-
dence TF interaction map was generated using the HGSCore method to
distinguish specific interactions as described previously, but with indirect
prey-prey interactions filtered out to focus the network on the TF-interacting
subspace. To draw the cutoff for interaction specificity and determine the
FDR, we ran HGSCore on 40 simulated data sets randomly sampled from
the real data set, until convergence on a cutoff score, resulting in a 2% FDR.
This high-confidence interaction network was clustered using MCL (Enright
et al., 2002) with an inflation value of 1.8.
Genetic Screen
Flies were cultured on standard media and crosses were carried out at 23C.
The C96-Gal4, UASMamN (C96-MamN) stocks were previously described
(Helms et al., 1999). UAS-RNAi fly stocks were obtained from the TRiP collec-
tion at HarvardMedical School (NIH/NIGMRSR01-GM084947). Adult flywings
were dehydrated in isopropanol and mounted in a 3:1 dilution of CMCP-10
(Masters Company) and lactic acid.
Tissue Specificity Analysis
The TSPS was executed as previously described (Ravasi et al., 2010) utilizing
24 mRNA-sequencing data sets (Smibert et al., 2012), encompassing 24
groups containing various tissues dissected from Oregon R wild-type flies.
The distribution for all proteins based on their TSPS was fit to a trimodalthors
Gaussian distribution, with cutoff values of 0.4781 for low (general)-specificity
proteins and 1.17406 for high (specific)-specificity proteins. High-specificity
proteins, based on TSPS distribution, were assigned to specific tissues
according to previously described methods (Kadota et al., 2003).
ChIP Data
ChIP data from both the modENCODE Project (Roy et al., 2010) and the
Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project (MacArthur et al., 2009)
were used. For published ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq data sets, filtered
peaks were taken directly from the published analyses. New ChIP-seq data
sets were generated as described previously (Roy et al., 2010) and analyzed
through the Irreproducible Discovery Rate data analysis pipeline (described
in detail at https://sites.google.com/site/anshulkundaje/projects/idr).SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes eight tables and three data files and can be
foundwith this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2014.08.038.
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